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SHIPS IN BATTLE WITH U-BOATS

H.M.Destroyer DUNCAN, leader of an escort proup which successfully drove off a

large concentration of submarines in the Atlantic (as announced in on Admiralty

Communique 11,0,1. Issue h0,23) was built at Portsmouth dockyard and engined by

Messrs. Beardmore, She was completed in 1933, and has a normal complement of 175.

She is of 1400 tons displacement.

The DUNCAN has been adopted by Angus,

The Frigate, H,M, S.SPEY, was in action against U-boats almost as soon as she was

ready to go to sea, on her may hack from working up trials she went to the assistance

of a convoy which was being attacked. Later, when helping to escort another convoy,

she chased two U-boats and forced them to dive,. She ran over one of the submarines

and. tore away its jumping wire.

At the time of the landings in North Africa the SPEY escorted a small convoy of

landing barges packed with American assault troops. The weather became too rough for

the heavily ladenbarges to continue, so the SPEY took their 750 troops on board, sank

the landing craft and. delivered the troops at Algiers on scheduled time.

The SPEY has been adopted, by Letchworth.

H. M, S. SUNFLOWER is one of the "veteran" Flower class corvettes. She has now

completed, nearly three years of Atlantic crossings, -while defending a westbound

convoy against sustained attack by U-boats, which lasted, for eight days and nights,

H.M.S, SUNFLOWER rammed, and. sank one of the enemy submarines.

The ship's company in the SUNFLOWER are mostly Londoners. she has been

adopted by Totnes, Devon,

The Corvette SNOWFLAKE has also a long record of escort service in the Atlantic.

Durinp the past 12 months she has spent 224 days at sea, her longest spell being 30

days•
N

Last May an official Admiralty Communique announced that H.M. S.SNOWFLAKE had

destroyed a U-boat with depth-charges. She is adopted, by Marlborough,

The private H.M.S.TAY, the Corvette H.M.S.PINK and the cutter H.M.S. SENNEN, have

all played important parts in the ceaseless battle of the Atlantic,

All three delivered determined, attacks on U-boats during the course of one

convoy action in which four enemy submarines were certainly destroyed., four were very

probably destroyed and. two others were probably destroyed..

The TAP is adopted by Bridge-of-Allan and the PINK by Ruthin

The SENNEN is an ex-American coastguard cutter and. is probably among the most

luxuriously appointed warships.afloat. per interior equipment includes electrical

refrigerators, ice-cream machine, bread, making machine, an electric laundry and even

an electric deck polisher. This ship is equipped, with its own operating table which

was put to good, use on a recent voyage when a Sub-Lieutenant’s appendix was successfully
removed at sea.

Although their names have never previously appeared in official communiques, the

frigates H.M.S, KEAN and. H.M.S, JED have already done notable service in the Atlantic,

They are among the more recent additions to the growing strength of our escort forces.

Both have taken part in a number of actions against the U-boat packs.

The WEAR has been adopted by Thornton Cleveleys, Lancs,, and the JED by Dartford,
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